


Our Teachers' Day bash was a riot of giggles and gratitude! From
surprise skits that turned teachers into superheroes to impromptu
dance-offs, it was a day filled with laughter and heartfelt tributes. But
the head girl's speech? It was like a lyrical rollercoaster that left us
laughing so hard our textbooks shook!
The school transformed into a talent-packed circus, with our teachers as
the hilarious ringmasters. The day ended with our teachers feeling the
love and our students filled with memories to last a lifetime. It was a
Teachers' Day extravaganza that proved laughter is the best lesson of all!
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TEACHER’S
DAY

Non- Dancers are the best dancers!

CELEBRATION TIME!
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Smiles are
contagious, pass
them on

RETRRRRRO
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Janmashtami
Happy

Janmashtami, the annual cosmic
birthday bash of Lord Krishna, is here,
and it's like the universe's grandest
surprise party! People fast, which is
basically a cosmic diet, while the deity
himself probably nibbles on celestial
butter.
As the sound of devotional music and the
aroma of delicious sweets waft through
homes and temples, Janmashtami
reminds us of the enduring wisdom and
love of Lord Krishna, who continues to
inspire and guide us on our spiritual
journey.
So, break the "Dahi Handi," savor some
"makhan," and immerse in the
enchanting melodies of Krishna's flute.
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Welcome back to a world of ink and intrigue, where every page holds a thrilling

adventure !!

In an unexpected twist that left the

school community shaken, our cherished

"Civils on Sundays" tradition has been

abruptly canceled, and it's sending

shockwaves. The serene campus, typically

adorned with sharp suits and graceful

dresses on Sundays, has turned into a

chaotic parade of pink and grey T-

shirts.

Mona Ma'am, our seasoned political

science teacher, has unleashed a

celestial storm in our grade 12

classroom. She's swapped political

theories for astral mysteries. Students

now find themselves deciphering cosmic

codes, and exploring the hidden

connections between numbers and

celestial bodies. 

But 12thies being the guardians of the

senior image, embarked on a harmless

mission against their teachers. In a

brilliantly orchestrated prank, they

left the teachers bewildered, convincing

them that the theme for this year's

Teachers' Day was "Barbie” for the Males

and “Oppenheimer” for the Females. As

the faculty scratched their heads over

the peculiar theme choice, the day

unfolded into a tapestry of laughter and

camaraderie.

But that's not all, folks! There's a

juicy rumor swirling around that sports

might be canceled during mid-terms. How

do we know? Well, our trusty Editor-in-

Chief has a CR (Class Representative) as

a confidant, and the CRs are privy to

the top-secret meetings with the

principal;)

So, as we navigate the topsy-turvy world

of canceled traditions, newfound

numerology, successful pranks and

hijinks galore, one thing's for sure:

Our school community knows how to keep

the excitement levels soaring! Stay

tuned for more thrilling updates and

plot twists from our ever-entertaining

campus. 

But remember, one whisper at a time!



this week !!!
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Hold onto your turbans and Shakespearean collars because our school recently
turned into a dramatics extravaganza! First up, the "Interhouse Soliloquy" had
students reciting Shakespearean monologues with more drama than a toddler in
a candy store. To be or not to be? More like, to giggle or not to giggle!

Our "Peer Support Group" just turned grade 4 and 5 kids into teamwork ninjas
with a crafty twist. Glue guns and giggles were our weapons of choice, and we
transformed them into a friendship army that could stick together through
anything. The sky's the limit, and our friendship fleet is ready for takeoff!

Lastly, the "Maths Workshop" was a numbers carnival that would make even a
clown do algebraic cartwheels. It was like learning math from a stand-up
mathematician, where the quadratic formula got its own punchline.

Hold onto your berets, because our school's "In-House Art Extravaganza" was
a hilarious masterpiece in its own right! Think wild paint fights, more abstract
art than you can shake a paintbrush at, and collaborative canvases that ended
up looking like a Picasso-meets-Jackson-Pollock fever dream.



Hold onto your textbooks, because Vidya Devi Jindal School just pulled off
a schooling spectacle! They've snagged the crown at the "North Educators
Summit Awards 2023," leaving all other contenders in the dust.

Ranked #1 in 'Holistic Development-2023' within the CBSE category for
Haryana, they've basically turned holistic growth into a competitive sport.

The school's commitment to excellence is so unwavering that even the
textbooks are standing up and clapping. So, congratulations to Vidya Devi
Jindal School for making education look like a walk in the park, or should
we say, a sprint to success!

school & beyond  
"Vidya Devi Jindal School: Breaking Hearts and Records
at 'North Educators Summit Awards 2023'!"
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Birthdays

Palak Gupta
01-09-23

Mishka gupta-
02-09-23

Rishika MITTAL
03-09-23

ANANYA BHIMSARIA
03-09-23

 BHUMIKA MITTAL
03-09-23

NAVISHTHA
CHWODHRY
04-09-23

 VANDANI GARG
04-09-23

  DIKSHA LOHIA
06-09-23

FALAK SHARMA
06-09-23

VI IX X

XI XII VI

X VIII XI
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Residence of the WeekResidence of the Week
Res idence  1 :Res idence  1 :
Res idence  2 :Res idence  2 :
Res idence  3 :Res idence  3 :
Res idence  4 :Res idence  4 :

Yeah, we're just young, dumb and broke
But we still got love to give While we're young
dumb
Young, young dumb and broke
Young dumb

Young Dumb and Broke
Khalid

MELINDA GRADE VI 

ARADHYA LAMBA GRADE V

TRISHA GUPTA GRADE X

Laptops VPN

VDJS Gazette La Vidijeunesse

they go together but never meet

Aloo Parantha Maggi Masala

Parallel Paths

House Mistress Dorm Parents

VIDHI AGARWAL GRADE XII 
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Khushi Jain 
Gargi Dogra
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